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Flowers in a Basket
Our dainty flower basket, featuring 
miniature pearl and pretty quilted 

detail, is an elegant addition to 
any kind of ceremony. It also 

coordinates with our ring pillow 
shown on inside flap. You’ll dress 
it up with pretty blossoms or fill 
with loose petals. We filled ours 
with dramatic red roses to match 

our classic color palette.

Elegant Blossoms
A little red makes all the difference on 
this petite flower bouquet. Ideal for a 
flower girl or a junior bridesmaid, the 
miniature bouquet comes pre-made. 
It’s dotted with creamy pearl centers, 
and is wrapped in an elegant white 
ribbon (the pop of sheer red ribbon 

was an easy addition.) 
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From striking bouquets, 
to petal-filled flower baskets, 

to luxurious satin ring pillows, 
outfit the youngest attendants 
of your wedding party with our 

perfectly-coordinated collection of 
all things red, rosy and fabulous!

A heart-felt thank you 
to the following wedding venue:

I Cross My Heart Wedding Chapel • 16786 NE 23rd Street • Choctaw, OK 73020

Happy Bubbles
They’re simple. They’re beautiful. They’re so much 

fun! Our miniature bubbles are a sweet (not to 
mention, clean and environmentally friendly) alternative 

to throwing rice or bird seed. The bottles are pretty 
just as they are, but they can be easily embellished to 
coordinate with any wedding décor. Moreover, they’re 

just the right size for little hands.



No shrinking  
violets for you! 

Even the flower girl’s bouquet is 
meant to be noticed. That’s why this 

beautiful rosy red bouquet is just 
the thing for your special attendant. 
Made with a bevy of gorgeous real-
touch roses, this piece is a dramatic 

splash of color against a simple 
white dress. Yet is small enough 

for a little girl to hold comfortably. 
And the best part? — This bouquet 
comes pre-assembled ready-to-go, 
complete with stylish tropical leaf 

and natural-length stems. Just add 
your choice of ribbon!

The rings are on the way!
And they’ll make it down the aisle safe and 

sound when you tie them to our snowy white, 
quilted ring pillow. A beautiful stand-alone 

piece, the pillow sports a simple satin bow and 
a sprinkle of tiny white pearls. For added drama, 

we attached a single red rose boutonniere.


